Water from the cup filler of dental chair units (CFDC) was observed to contain sphingomonads, environmental mycobacteria and methylobacteria, among other minor bacteria. Some of the bacteria detected are recognized opportunistic pathogens. Some of these, tended to persist over time.
Previous studies evidenced that the microorganisms of dental unit water lines have origin either in the water supplying system or, in a less extent, result from the oral cavity (19; 23) .
In spite of the low density these organisms may have in the water supplying, the plastic narrow bore tubing, and the water stagnation facilitate their adherence, originating biofilm aggregates able to spread through the whole network of water tubing in the dental chair units (6; 11; 18; 24) . Biofilm aggregates in the dental unit water lines may cause considerable variations on the abundance and diversity of bacteria, mainly due to detachment phenomena (6) .
In this study we were interested in assessing some aspects poorly addressed in the literature available in the microbiology of dental water lines. Namely, we were interested in determining if in the same geographic region it is expected to have similar patterns of bacterial diversity and in assessing the dynamics of bacteria between different dental chairs and sampling periods. With these objectives, we surveyed the diversity of bacteria found in the water supplied by the cup filler of dental chair units in two University Dental School Samples were collected between January and April 2008 from the cup filler of dental chairs (CFDC) and from taps served by the same water supplying system, located in the same room. In total, 20 samples were collected in each dental clinic, corresponding to 11 CFDC, six of which were sampled twice (with the second sample collected one month after the first, a period to which corresponded in average 600-700 cup refilling episodes), and three tap water samples. Water was allowed to run for about one minute before collection, samples were analyzed within a maximum period of 2 h. Bacteria were isolated on Pseudomonas Isolation Agar (PIA, Difco, Sparks,
Bacterial diversity in the cup filler of dental chairs units (17) . We observed that bacterial counts were within the range of the recommended value, although in some cases it was 10-1000 times lower. The lower values observed may be due to the fact that we examined the Bacterial diversity in the cup filler of dental chairs units water of the cup filler, and not directly from the water line (narrow bore tubing).
The patterns of bacterial genera isolated in both clinics were remarkably different ( 
